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Autoris mendico stilum falerasque poete,

Ne mea segnicie Clio [dejecta] senescat,

Ne iaceat calamus scabra rubigine torpens.

Scribendi nouitate uetus iuuenescere carta 

Gaudet, et antiques cupiens exire latebras 

Ridet, et in tenui lasciuit harundine musa.

Fonte tuo sic, Phebe, tuum perfunde poetam,

Vt compluta tuo mens arida flumine, germen 

Donet, et in fructus concludat germinis usum.^

The opening of Alan of Lille's epic Antielaud.ia.nus, termed Prologue 

in Bossuat's edition, and usually referred to as the "verse prologue" to 

distinguish it from Alan's prose preface, is more correctly an invoca

tion. Curiously enough, E.R. Curtius missed this initial appeal to 

Apollo and flatly declared that "Alans Antiolaudianus hat am Amfang keine

i n v o e a t i o limiting his discussion of Alan's muse to the summoning of a
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diviner power in Book V. But the Antiolaudianus possesses two invoca

tions —  one to earthly Apollo, whose aid is sufficient for the first 

half of the epic, and one to the Heavenly Muse, God the Creator, whose 

inspirational efficacy is required for the rest of the p oem as it pursues 

"Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme." Less struck w ith the self-
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exalting solemnity of a Milton, and yet equally stirred by the newness 

and promise of his task, A lan in the twelfth century sought to surpass 

ancient poets without abandoning their giant's vantage-point: pagan 

Apollo could carry h i m  to the very bourne of Heaven where n e w  images 

appeared and a n e w  language was spoken. The narrative of the Antialau- 

dianus —  Prudencia's rational and sapiential ascent from Nature's do

m a i n  to an ecstatic experience of "celestial theophany" —  also traces 

the poet's journey from the style of the ancients to that of the moderns, 

from old figures of speech to n e w  tropes. The Anticlaudianus, like Alan's 

earlier work, the De planctu Naturae, which has been termed "a handbook
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for the aspiring poet," is a prospectus of poetic theory, incorporating 

much contemporary thought about the nature of poetry, and at once preserv

ing the legacy of revered auatores and dispensing it to the greater in

crease of Christian art. With perfect decorum, A lan might invoke Apollo 

for a certain task and revoke his influence at the proper moment. Un

like m a n y  Christian writers before him, A lan did not disparage Apollo's 

spring for the sake of Jordan's waters or utterly reject pagan fictions 
4

for sacred history: both Apollo's lyre and the prophet's utterance, 

both decorative fiction and numinous fact, are joined together in the 

Anticlaudianus in a n  elegant poetic structure that recognizes their sym

pathetic bu t  diverse spheres and their discontinuous though hierarchically 

linked f o r m s . The two invocations m ark the old seed-plot and the n ew crop 

of twelfth-century poetics.

Although the Anticlaudianus was to become a widely read text, dili

gently commented upon and especially cherished by thirteenth-century w r i 

ters on poetic and rhetorical art, the p oem initially seems to have met 

w ith adverse comment. Alan alludes to this hostile criticism at the end of 

the p o e m  and in his prose prologue. Apparently, the Anticlaudianus was 

v ie w e d  in some quarters as a work in which A lan was attempting to rival 

the ancients ("antiquos . . . equare poetas," IX. 412, p. 197) by display

ing the m o d e m s ' insolent preference for native genius over venerable 

poetic tradition (Prologus, pp. 55-56). Alan's reply to such criticism 

b oth refutes and acknowledges the charge of overweening modernity: he 

has not tried to outdo the ancients, but rather he has followed admiring

ly in their footsteps (IX. 413-14, p. 197); he is a dwarf perched on a



giant's shoulders; the spring of the ancients feeds the greater torrent 

of m o d e m  poetry. With fierce humility Alan denies stature and grandeur 

to his p o e m  —  a mere twig or reed, not a towering tree apt to attract 

the full lightning force of critical ire and envy. He submits his work 

to the sympathetic reader for correction, pleading the unavoidability of 

error in the product of a h u m a n  artist's clouded intelligence. Yet at 

the same time Alan desires that the reader put aside the temptation to 

find fault with the poem and that he be drawn to it by a delight in novi- 

tas. Though the poet characterizes the Anticlaudianus as lowly, flawed, 

and lacking in purpled eloquence or starry sententiae, he nevertheless 

wants its novelty to be appreciated (Prologue, pp. 55-56). Its modern

ity, he implies, lies not in its disregard of the ancients but in the 

complexity of its conception.

Accordingly, in his prologue Alan moves from expressions of extreme 

humility (which are at the same time scathing attacks on the undue ex

citement of critics) to statements which leave no doubt that he is proud 

of his accomplishment, and that perceived lapses in his work arise from 

deficiencies in the reader. Those who are just beginning the study of the 

Trivium, those who are taking up the Quadrivium, and those about to com

mence theological studies should not presume to criticize the Anticlaud

ianus, because it will please puerile taste with the sweetness of its 

literal sense, inspire the more advanced with its moral instruction, and 

sharpen the fully developed intellect with the subtlety of its allegory. 

Alan forbids the unworthy (those who can follow only sense-images and who 

have no appetite for truth b o m  of reason) to read his book; h e  w ill not 

throw pearls before swine or reveal secrets to defilers. Further chal

lenging the reader, Alan claims that his w o r k  not only operates on three 

levels but also contains the principles of the seven Liberal Arts and 

goes beyond them to a "theophanie celestis emblema," that is, to an "em

blem" or shining image of Divine manifestation. “* For this reason, only 

those wh o  dare elevate their powers of understanding to the perception 

of supercelestial forms are qualified to take on the difficulties of the 

poem; those content with sense-bound imagery or speculative fictions 

must not impose their interpretations on a work they are not equipped to 

comprehend (Prologue, p. 56). Alan's ideal reader, then, is one



sympathetically attracted to a n e w  kind of p oem which is at once poly- 

semous, erudite, and visionary, and one which demands the strenuous as

cent from sensuality to the apotheosis of human reason. The reader must, 

therefore, like the author himself, identify with the poem's questing 

heroine Prudencia, w h o s e  journey, commissioned by Nature and the Virtues, 

upborne by the chariot of the Liberal Arts and directed by Reason, even

tually takes her to a world where Nature's laws and all the eloquent w is

do m  of the ancients are confounded. Alan, as he says, lovingly follows 

the footsteps of the ancients, yet goes with Prudencia beyond them.

The prose prologue, with its promise of an "emblem" of celestial 

theophany and its requirement that readers of the p oem dare to lift up 

("audent attollere") their minds to a contemplation of supercelestial 

forms, indicates that Alan is offering a challenge not just to sense- 

b eclouded critics but specifically to a theory of poetic narrative enun

ciated by Macrobius in the fifth century. In his commentary on the Som- 

nium Scipionis, the sixth book of Cicero's De Republica, Macrobius had 

justified the philosophical use of narratio fabulosa, or myth, as a means 

of concealing the truths of Nature from the vulgar. Just as Nature hid 

h e r  mysteries "by enveloping herself in variegated garments," wrote Mac

robius, so "she has also desired to have her secrets handled by more pru

dent individuals through fabulous narratives." Though Macrobius rejected 

fables that spun immodest fictions round the gods, he sanctioned narratio 

fabulosa w h e n  it draped "holy truths” with decorous veils of allegory.

But w h i l e  he allowed that philosophy had need of myth, he denied that 

fabulous narrative could extend its legitimacy beyond Nature, the realm 

of the Wo r l d  Soul. When discourse dared ascend ("se audet attollere") 

to the Supreme God and Mind, the philosopher must shun the use of myth, 

contenting himself w ith similitudines and exerrrpla in order to convey some 

intuition of the Good. But there can be no poetic simulacrum of God, who 

is too far beyond earthly existence to be figured in speculative fictions 

concocted of images drawn from this world.® Alan's Antialaudianus is, 

however, a poetic narrative which bursts the barriers erected by this 

N e o p l a t o n i s t 's theory of philosophical fable: in the prose prologue 

A lan ironically echoes Macrobius' phrase, "audet attollere," to invite 

the reader to ascend w ith Prudencia to an "emblem" of Divine manifestation,



something no fabulous narrative ought to attempt. But a Christian poet, 

and more precisely a Christian poet respectful of Macrobian teaching 

and imbued with Chartrian thought, might acknowledge the necessity of 

Macrobius' restrictions on narratio fabulosa, and yet see ho w  they could 

be amended to allow for figurative language inaccessible to the ancients.

In Alan's earlier De planatu Naturae, which adheres strictly to the 

rules laid down for narratio fabulosa, Natura reminds the dreamer of 

Macrobius' teaching that the language of natural philosophy is m yth and 

that she —  Alan's embodiment of a splendidly costumed Nature, equival

ent to the ornamented discourse of philosopher-poet —  cannot appropriate 

a subject which she does not comprehend and for which she lacks speech.

In the course of a parable likening God to the ruler of a city wherein 

"God com m ands by the mastery of authority, the angel administers with 

the ministry of action, the man obeys with the mystery of regeneration," 

she interjects: "but the sequence of our thought has already strayed 

too far, boldly elevating the discussion [lit. "quae . . . tractatum 

audeat attollere"] to the ineffable mystery of Divinity, and in the ef

fort to understand this our mental capacities grow f a i n t . N a t u r a ' s  

echoing of the key phrase from Macrobius, "audet attollere," indicates 

exactly the limitations of her kind of discourse, the fabulous presenta

tion of truths pertaining to the Soul. While she may instruct the dream

er about the mysteries of he r  realm, preeminently those of lawful procrea

tion, she dare not elevate her speech to treat of mystery beyond her ken

—  the regeneration of m a n  through Christ. A l a n’s quoting of Macrobius 

both in the De planatu and in the prologue to the Antialaudianus shows 

that he accepted Macrobius' theory that myth was a legitimate vehicle
g

for what Alan would call natural philosophy. But it also shows that he 

could place this theory wit h i n  a larger framework which provided images 

and a language for truths beyond those of the Soul and consequently be

yond the kind of poetic artifice required to conceal inferior realities.

In the De planatu, Alan faithfully serves the demands of natural philoso

phy and its poetic Muse —  "Musa rogat . . . Natura precatur" (W 429; M  

431) —  to convey the truths of Nature in the fabulous guise of a dream- 

vision; in the Antialaudianus, however, he seeks to erect on the infra

structure of myth a higher vision owing its figures to inspiration more



divine. In the earlier poem, Nature can only condemn, not amend, human 

vice; in the Antialaudianus Natura seeks God's help in creating the soul 

of a new ma n  who successfully combats vice and inaugurates a golden age 
9

of love and peace. In movi n g  from the limitations of natural philoso

phy in the De planotu to the efficacy of theology in the Antialaudianus 

Alan rises from dream-vision to prophecy, and in the later poem enacts 

these ascents with i n  the narrative itself.

At the beginning of the Antialaudianus, Alan begs for the tradi

tional instruments of a writer embarking upon a major w ork —  the style 

of an author and the ornaments of a poet. He wishes to serve his n e g 

lected Muse, Clio, and invokes Phoeban inspiration. Yet in Book V, when 

Prudencia encounters the poli regina, Theology, at the fabulous stellar 

margin, and w hen Reason no longer can guide Prudencia in the chariot of 

the Arts drawn by the Senses, Alan halts his narrative in order to in

voke God's help to speak of w h a t  Prudencia will next confront. N o w  he 

will abandon lesser things, putting aside Apollo's lyre so that he may 

assume the "new words" of the prophet. Earthly Apollo will give way to 

the Heavenly Muse; terrestrial language will be replaced by the language 

of Heaven. No longer the "author" of the poem, Alan will be the pen it

self, a lowly instrument of the One God whose illuminating power he now 

requires (V. 265-305, pp. 131-32). The second invocation is obviously 

at one with the crucial turning-point in the narrative —  the ascent to 

realities beyond Nature, the Senses, the Arts, and Reason —  and it helps 

to clarify in retrospect what A lan was attempting in the first half of 

the poem, for which the initial invocation also provides sure indications.

When Alan at first asks for the style of an author and the orna

ments of a poet ("autoris . . . stilum falerasque poete") he signifies 

his desire to write in the manner recommended by Macrobius and exempli

fied by such authors as Cicero and Martianus Capella and by himself in 

the De planotu Naturae. Such is the meaning that his sometime student, 

Radulphus de Longo Campo, would attach to these phrases, although in a 

more generalized fashion. In his commentary on the Antielaudianus, Ra

dulphus glosses auetoris in this way:

Auctoris ab authentim. Licet enim quilibet tractatores



dicantur auctores quidam tamen specialiter dicuntur auctores 

qui augent scilicet rem secundum poesim. Quidam ab "authen- 

tim" id est ab auctoritate, qui scilicet sub exteriori ver- 

borum superficie aliquid occultant et claudunt mys t i c u m  et 

spiritualis intelligentiae et de talibus hic l o q u i t u r . ^

For Radulphus, the "author" is an "authority" who "augments" his subject 

poetically; that is, he conceals beneath and encloses wit h i n  the exter

nal surface of language (the poetic "augmentation") something "authentic" 

and of spiritual significance. Such an author is thus akin to Macrobius' 

philosopher who cloaks "holy truths" in fiction and similar to the kind 

of poet Natura speaks of in the De planotu, one who wraps the dulciorem 

nueleum veritatis in a literal aortex resounding with the false notes of 

the poetic lyre (W 465; M  4 5 1 ) . If the author is also a poet, he will 

pay particular attention to the kind of language enclosing hidden truth. 

That is why, comments Radulphus, Alan adds faleras poete. Faleras may 

be glossed as "modum scribendi integumentalem," "the integumental mode 

of writing;" for, "just as phalerae veil and ornament a horse, so the 

integumental m ode of speech veils something hidden, encloses it within, 

and ornaments the words without."'*·'*'

The use of the adjectival form of integumentum, a technical term 

employed by W i l liam of Conches, by Abelard, by an important contemporary 

commentator on the Aeneid and the De nuptiis Philologiae et Meraurii, 

and indeed by Alan himself, is of great interest, because here the word 

clearly describes the chosen mode of a mode r n  poet, whereas it is usu

ally invoked to explain the literary method of authors such as Plato,
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Virgil, Cicero, Ovid, Martianus Capella, or Boethius. In twelfth- 

and thirteenth-century commentaries on literary and philosophical works, 

integumentum designates figurative writing in which a veil of fiction 

conceals truth, normally of a physical or moral nature. The term may 

refer to philosophical m yth (Timaeus, Consolatio Philosophiae), pagan 

poems regarded as repositories of hidden knowledge (Aeneid, Metamorpho

ses, De nuptiis Philologiae et Meraurii), or classical myths generally 

and the story of Orpheus preeminently. The author of commentaries on 

the first six books of the Aeneid and on the De nuptiis Philologiae et



Meraurii, w ho had been conveniently, but perhaps erroneously, named as
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B ernard Silvester, virtually identified integumentum with Macrobius'

narratio fabulosa: integumentum is "a k i n d  of picturesque writing which

envelops its meaning with a fabulous narrative, and for this reason it
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is also called involuarum In his commentary on the De nuptvzs, the

same w r i t e r  further refines the concept of integumentum by subdividing 

figurative writing, inOoluorum, into two species, integumentum and alle- 

goria. Integumentum is a literary work concealing its true meaning un

der a narratio fabulosa, as in the story of Orpheus: allegoria, exem

p lified in the story of Jacob's struggle with the Angel, envelops truth 

w i t h  an historical narrative. Though "both history and fable contain a 

h i d d e n  mystery," allegovia is suitable for Holy Scripture, while integu

mentum belongs to philosophy." Immediately after drawing this distinc

tion, the commentator cites Macrobius to remind one that

a philosophical treatise does not allow involuerum in every 

circumstance. For he says that w h e n  the style [of an author] 

dares to elevate itself [se audet attollere] to the Supreme 

God, it is wro n g  to use fiction, even of the acceptable kind.

The commentator momentarily seems to have forgotten that, according to 

his o wn definitions, only an integumentum uses fabulosa, so that he 

might m o r e  consistently have written that a philosophical treatise does 

not all o w  integumentum everywhere. In any case, he goes on to discuss 

w h a t  V i rgil and Plato h a v e  legitimately wrapped in integumenta; these 

are the subjects —  the Soul and the powers that dwell in the ether and 

the a ir —  designated by Macrobius as suited to fabulous treatment.^

It is clear that the commentator respects M a c r o b i u s’ limitations 

on the use of narratio fabulosa, but h e  does so without mentioning M ac

robius' reason for forbidding fictional narratives about God. Accord

ing to Macrobius, there could be no simulacra of God and Nous because 

these hypostases were so far beyond nature that it would be improper to 

represent them by means of images derived from corporeal existence. The 

Christian, however, could hardly share this fastidiousness about the D i 

vine: the Incarnation provided a true image of God, and in Scripture



this image is both truthfully figured and made manifest in historical 

n a r r a t i v e .̂  Accordingly, the twelfth-century adapter of Macrobius 

must distinguish the kind of figurative narrative, allegoria, whi c h  

clothes the highest mystery in the involuorwv of history, from the kind 

which ornaments the secrets of Nature with protective fiction. In pro

viding this footnote to Macrobius, the author of the De nuptiis commen

tary thus retains the idea that myth is appropriate to natural philoso

phy while acknowledging another figurative mode able to ascend to the 

representation of the Divine. The kind of mystery, natural or divine, 

determines what sort of involucrum, integumental or allegorical, will 

envelop it.

Although the De nuptiis commentator's classifications of figura 

have lately been dismissed as idiosyncratic, uninfluential, or simplis

t i c , ^  Jean Pépin has seen in them essentially the same categories as 

Dante's "allegory of the poets" and "allegory of the theologians;" in

Dante's terminology, however, "allegory" has lost its specific dénota-
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tion. One may also doubt that the commentator's terms and their appli

cation were without influence if one considers their survival in John 

of Garland's Poetria Parisiana, w ritten c. 1220-1235. In that work,

John advises that a writer m ay clarify a n  obscure narrative by using 

certain types of figurative writing, integumentum and allegoria. Inte

gumentum, he explains, is "ueritas in specie fabule palliata;" allegoria

is "ueritas in uerbis historié palliata," for which he provides the ex-
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ample of a saint's apotheosis. The distinctions of the De nuptiis 

commentator must have been known and taught in the schools of Paris, and 

taught, moreover, as tools for the would-be writer wishing to achieve a 

vivid style, not as instruments for uncovering the arcana of the ancients 

or of Scripture. Radulphus, Alan's student and loving interpreter, was 

familiar as well with at least a part of the De nuptiis commentary, b or

rowing from it, or from some common or derivative source, the classifi

cations of Scientia found in the fifth folio of the Cambridge manuscript.
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One might speculate that Radulphus' master, Alan the "tiny Capella," 

was not unaware of the De nuptiis commentary, and that he m ay have seen 

in its distinction between integumentum and allegoria a means of adapt

ing Macrobian teaching to literary forms more congruent with modern



poetic aspirations.

In glossing Alan's faleras poete as the integumental mode used by 

poets, Radulphus emphasizes the high seriousness of this k ind of orna

mented discourse. The "phaleric" mode, by w h i c h  the poet creates a 

scintillating caparison for hidden truth, is similar to w hat Geoffrey 

of Vinsauf calls the "Tullian" style in his discussion of four styles 

used by m o d e m  writers: the Gregorian, the Tullian, the Hilarian, and 

the Isidorian. Characterized by sentenaie grauitas and verborum ftori- 

da exomaeio, the Tullian style was used by older writers in both prose 

and verse; and in mod e r n  writers Geoffrey finds that the mixture of 

Tullian brilliance of metaphor (colores transumpaionis) with the colours

(colores verborum ) and cadences of the Gregorian style is especially
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pleasing. As an example of such a blend of rhetorical and metrical 

styles, Geoffrey cites the De planatu Naturae of Alan of Lille, a w ork 

w r i t t e n  in prosimetrum, and one in which A lan "used to the fullest extent 

the metaphorical mode, in which all the trappings of eloquence are in 

glittering abundance." Geoffrey goes on to say that, since then, no 

other b o o k  of the m o d e m s  has b een found to equal the Architrenius (by 

John of Hauville), because of the great distinction it displays in its 

use of metaphorical expression. Although the Architrenius is a wholly 

metrical work, Geoffrey classes it with its illustrious predecessors, 

Alan's De planctu and Bernard Silvester's Cosmographia, both of which 

used the mixed prose-verse form, satura, of the De nuptiis Philologiae 

et Mercurii of Martianus Capella; in fact, Geoffrey finds the Arahitren

ius superior to the Cosmographia, whose metres proclaimed the author a
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nightingale but wh o s e  prose bespoke the parrot. But for Geoffrey the 

Tullian style is not limited to prose writing. It is above all typified 

by the rich use of metaphor in works which have a serious purpose.

In his grouping of the leading twelfth-century exponents of the 

Tullian style, Geoffrey would seem to recognize more than their common 

eloquence. All three authors devoted ornament to the service of what 

Macrobius ha d  called narratio fabulosa or to what contemporary writers 

termed integwnentum. Macrobius' commentary on the Sormiim Saipionis 

ha d  taught w hat sentenaie grauitas lay concealed beneath the entirely 

legitimate verborum florida exomaeio, and Martianus Capella's De nuptiis



provided a n  admirable example of the extent to which instruction in the 

Arts could be embellished w ith narrative fancy and precious locutions. 

For Alan, as for Geoffrey, Cicero's writing typified the glories of the 

"stellar" style: Cicero could redeem the poverty of a w ord by the 

splendour of his style and wield lightning-bolts of ornament; he made 

speech shine w ith the stars of rhetoric; his language was like the pea

cock's spread tail, glowing with astral beauty.^  Alan's association 

of Cicero with stellar ornament is due, I think, primarily to the sty

listic grandeur of the Sormium Scipionis; that work, drenched in star

light, is a prime example of literary ornament dedicated to cosmic ex

ploration, the kind of w r i ting Chaucer's eagle in The House of Fame 

would later characterize as "hard," with respect both to "langage" and

"matere," and as replete with subtlety of speech, philosophical terms,
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figures of poetry, and colours of rhetoric. As master of the "phal- 

eric" style, Cicero was also an adept of narratio fabulosa. In the 

twelfth century, to adopt the Tullian style was to assume not only sty

listic refulgency but also fabulous subtlety.

Alan's use of the w o r d  phalerae elsewhere in his writings justifies 

Radulphus' gloss on it as "the integumental mode of speech." In the

De planotu, Natura prefaces her poetic myth about Venus and Antigamus /
26

Antigenius w ith a description of the style she will use to treat the 

distasteful subject of aberrant sexuality:

Mak i n g  my beginning in a more elevated and more distinguished 

style, and desiring to weave together the threads of my narra

tive, I do not wish as before to make my subject clear in 

plain, straightforward language, nor to reveal unholy things 

in newly-coined common speech, but rather to gild shameful 

things with the golden ornaments [phaleris] of chaste dis

course, and to clothe them with the various colours of ele-
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gant diction.

She chooses the grand style over the middle and low styles, that is, in 

order to avoid the brutality that more direct or vulgar speech would 

borrow from the practices she describes. An d  because Natura employs the



ornaments of the grand style in the relating of an instructive fable 

about Venus' illicit union w ith Antigamus / Antigenius, one m ay con

clude that, for Alan, the phalevae verbovum belonging to this style are 

associated in his m i n d  w i t h  poetic fable having a serious philosophical 

purpose —  in this case, to explain ho w  natural sexual feeling has be

come culpably dissociated from lawful procreation. Although Natura is 

careful to check h e r  use of figurative language w h e n  it threatens to 

encroach upon mystery beyond her comprehension, she habitually uses a 

highly coloured, metaphorical, "phaleric" style to treat he r  proper sub

ject matter, whether she creates a platonesque m yth about Venus, delivers 

a clever theatralis ovatio about Cupid (W 475; M  456), or in an elabor

ate stretch of double entendre refers to sexual activity in terms of 

sound o r  corrupt forms belonging to the Trivial Arts (W 475-479; M  457- 

459). Always striving for an elevated yet chaste manner (W 471; M  455), 

even in her showier tour de force, Natura is a brilliant practitioner of 

the Tullian style, encouraging the dreamer to ask that she maintain her 

aureate flow: she must discuss human vices, he urges, using a style 

"speciossimarum specierum intersticiis discoloribus," that is, w ith in

terspersed and variegated colours of the most splendid ornaments (W 484;

M  461). These splendid ornaments —  species —  are also, perhaps, false 

external images concealing the inner truth of Natura's discourse. Obey

ing the dreamer's request for a colourful style, she also satisfies 

his taste for fictions when she personifies vices and names, for example, 

Bacchilatria as one of the "daughters" of Idolatry: "ut fictitio loquar 

vocabulo" (W 485; M  462). Nature's speech —  grand, stellar, fabulous —  

perfectly illustrates the integumental mode of poets.

If Natura's discourse is self-consciously "phaleric," she owes her 

chosen m ode to Satura, the artful Muse of Martianus Capella. In Book 

III of the De nuptiis Philologiae et Mevcurii, "De arte grammatica," 

the poet expresses misgivings about the phalevae Satura is lavishing on 

his little book, but she assures him that such ornamentation is in order. 

It is better to clothe the nakedness of the Arts, and, since one gives 

them voices, wh y  not go all the way and make fictitious figures for them

as well? Conquered by his playful Muse, Martianus consents to join her
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game. By phalevae, Martianus means, therefore, not only the highly



coloured language deemed appropriate by his Muse but also the dress of

fiction she devises for his treatise. Commenting on phalerae in this

passage, Remigius correctly takes the word to mean " o m a m e n t a  fabulosa,"

though he adds that it is also used for "the superfluous ornamentation 
29

of language." Martianus' special use of the word phalerae makes it 

the equivalent of the twelfth-century modus integumentalis, as Radul- 

phus recognized in his gloss on Alan's faleras poete.

Though in his two major literary works Alan requests and exploits 

the integumental mode, the "phaleric" style of Martianus Capella, in 

his pastoral writings he consistently advises clerics to eschew diffi

cult and embellished language, which he finds unsuited to Christian dis

course. "Preaching," he counsels, "must not glitter w ith the ornaments 

of speech [phaleris verborum] , w ith the purple vestments of rhetorical

colours, nor should it be pitched too low in words conveying the bare
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minimum; it should 'hew to the golden mean'." Natura, or natural 

philosophy, may assume the artful sublimities of the grand style, but 

in preaching the middle style is required. Similarly, at the conclus

ion of the Liber poenitentialis, Alan justifies his use of the plain or 

middle style in that w ork by asserting that he did not want to risk the 

kind of falsehood that a more "stellar" style might favour: "Malui enim

verborum utens planitie, veritatis assequi limitem, quam colorum stellas
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assequendo, incurrere falsitatis errorem." In one of his own sermons,

"De Pascha, ad magistros clericorum," h e  declares that lectio theologioa,

which h e  associates w i t h  the "substantial bread of allegory," does not

desire "the flowers of rhetoric, nor the ornaments of speech, but humble
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sayings" ("nec dictionum phaleras, sed humiles senten t i a s " ) .

W h e n  Alan discredits phalerae verborum in this way, he recalls St. 

Ambrose, not Macrobius. Writing of the lowly shepherds' response to 

the angelic choir ("Transeamus usque ad Bethleem, et videamus hoc Ver- 

b um quod factum est, sicut Dominus ostendit nobis") Ambrose had comment

ed: "God did not turn to colleges filled with troops of learned men,

but to simple ordinary people who did not k n o w  how to ornament [phaler-
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are] and colour what they ha d  heard." Elsewhere, St. Ambrose ha d  com

pared Job's mode of knowledge with that of Plato and Cicero: Job at

tained insight "nec eloquentiae phalerandae gratia, sed veritatis



probandae." The eloquence of w ise pagans may indeed screen truth, as 

twelfth-century proponents of the concept of integumentvm were eager to 

demonstrate, but there is no doubt that Ambrose and Alan viewed phalerae 

verborum as the device of those who could not speak openly of truth re

veal e d  in the fullness of time, humbly to the humblest of witnesses.

Such "phaleric" writers are like Natura, unable despite their eloquence 

to speak of a mystery they cannot grasp.

Th e  idea that phalerae verborum are the devices of gentile writers 

w h o  cannot pronounce "videamus hoc Verbum quod factum est" is also re

flected in the language of a Cistercian abbot, Alan's contemporary, who 

in this w ay began a letter to a scholar unsure of a religious vocation:

Writing to my beloved, I have not taken pains to w o r k  up frothy 

turns of phrase or to polish ornately worded [phalerati ser

monise sentences. Indeed, having given myself over to the 

service of God, I cannot write to you grandiloquently. With 

someone steeped in the writings of a pagan, I should not take 

up the mysteries of divine law, but rather give h i m  a fore

taste of plain and simple truths, saying w ith the apostle:
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"I have fed you w ith milk, and not with meat" (I Cor. 3:2).

Although it could be argued that Alan's stern v iew of phalerae verborum

is a m a r k  of Cistercian influence, and that he, in effect, condemns his

ow n  literary works by taking such a strict approach to Tullian eloquence,

"one might better argue," with J.M. Trout, "that Alan has two styles:
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one for the poet, the other for the preacher." In the Regulae Theo-

logiaaes A lan writes that a Catholic theologian should avoid verborum
37

involuara in order to be clearly understood; like William of St.

Thierry, who ha d  criticized Abelard for using the term involucrum be-
38

cause of its supposed associations w ith Eriugenian "heresy," Alan

seems to have regarded involusra w ith a jaundiced eye, at least if such

involuara wound their wa y  into Christian discourse. This is in accord

w ith his conviction that, since the advent of Christ, the gospel could

be preached openly, no longer latent in the shadowy figures of the Old
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Testament.



But if the preacher should steer clear of involucra and phalerae 

verborwn, the poet, who, like Natura, must keep to his proper sphere in 

the use of figurative language, may legitimately indulge in stellar 

subtleties. In doing so, he follows lovingly in the footsteps of the 

ancients, freely choosing a style older writers were bound to use. The 

integumental mode was fit, after all, for the embellishment of human 

knowledge, not of revealed truth, and so long as the poet did not dare 

to clothe Christian doctrine in fabulous ornaments, he might invest 

natural philosophy with all the splendid fashions of antiquity.

Natura in the Oe planctu defines the limited scope and serious 

nature of the integumental mode. We have not e d  that she dare not speak 

of man's redemption, and that she does not permit her figurative dis

course to stray far beyond her own concerns. She is careful, moreover, 

to distinguish her form of narrative from less creditable kinds. In

dignant that the dreamer indiscriminately accepts "the shadowy figments

of poets to whi c h  the activity of poetic art has given imaginative
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shape," she condemns those poets who either shamelessly expose naked

falsehoods or cloak falsehoods with verisimilitude. Like Macrobius,

she contrasts the "childish cradles of poetry" with the more rational

discourse of philosophy, a nd declares that fables attributing perverse

sexual behaviour to the gods must not be countenanced. (This despite

her o wn myth about peccant Venus —  but Venus, of course, is a fabulous

goddess, h er numen long extinguished.) Going beyond Macrobius, she says

that w h e n  poets speak of many gods, they lie. But Natura does admit

that a lying poetic cortex may conceal a sweet kernel of truth, and that

poets may join together "historical" events with fabulous "jests" in an

elegant structure, which combination may produce a more elegant, expres- 
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sive narrative. Natura herself, however, constructs a purely mythic 

narrative in her story about Venus, but one w h i c h  is "adorned with the 

riches of thought" (W 471; M  454). To her chagrin, the dreamer disrupts 

h er weighty eloquence to inquire about Cupid, a subject poets have ob

liquely treated "sub integumentali involucro" (W 470-71; M  454). In 

scornful deference to his boyish mentality, Natura obliges with a "thea- 

tralis oratio" on the topic of Love, then resumes her mythic narrative 

in a style "paululum maturior" (W 475; M  456). Thus Natura's art, while



it cannot avoid flashy turns of phrase and fabulous ornament, has a 

serious philosophical purpose and uses phalerae not to deceive but to 

mai n t a i n  a k ind of sumptuous verbal chastity.

Nevertheless, Alan's view of the bound and fictive nature of the

integumental mode, which can be inferred from Natura's speech, creates

a n egative force in the De planotu whereby Natura and her alter ego,

Genius, are subtly undermined. If Natura cannot speak of certain things

and must defer to Theology (W 455; M  445), Genius cannot produce images

free from the intervention of Falsehood. Although he is assisted by

inscrutable Truth, he is dogged as well by Falsehood, who succeeds in

marring w h atever Truth has helped to shape (W 519; M  480). Fraus was
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one of the companions of the eloquent Mercury in the De nupt%zs, and 

she returns to haunt the natural ingenium of the poet, i.e. Genius, de

picting the truths of p h i l osophy . 43 In the Anticlaudianus, Fraus resur

faces as a vicious threat to the ne w  man; her wea p o n  is her tongue, 

thick w i t h  "dulcibus . . . verbis" and "phaleris dictorum" (IX.334-35, 

p. 195). The "phaleric" style, despite the chaste and noble use to 

wh i c h  it can be put, was never in Alan's eyes a vehicle for higher truth, 

but a v i v i d  and literally sophisticated means of conveying what was ac

cessible to h u m a n  reason. Natura's poetic explanation and denunciation 

of h u m a n  vice, Hymen's eloquent embassy to Genius ("penes quem stellan- 

tis elecutionis astra lucescunt" [W 510-511; M  476]), and Genius' con

cluding "excommunication" of the vicious, all express Natura's power 

and at the same time confirm her weakness: she cannot exceed the limit 

of her authority (W 510; M  476), which is to chide and condemn those who 

h a v e  abandoned reason. The De planotu rings w i t h  the melancholy beauty of 

a style recognizing its inability to voice the certain knowledge that man 

is not o nly born through Nature to die but also reborn through Christ to 

live forever.

Just as Natura in the Oe planotu assumes the integumental mode of 

speech, proper to natural philosophy, so she represents in her person Ma c 

robius' image of a symbolically dressed Nature, hiding her principles from 

the vulgar. Alan describes Natura literally per integumentum, in accord 

w i t h  Macrobius' teaching that the philosopher should imitate Nature's own 

decorative and protective vesture. Nature herself explains that she has 

veiled (palliare) her countenance "pleris . . . figuris" to prevent too



easy an access to her mysteries (W 454-55; M  445). These figurae, giv

ing her speech the fabulous ornaments of the "phaleric" style, also ap

pear in her clothing as images which Alan variously terms lies, fables, 

phantasms, magical illusions, theatrical representations. On her diadem 

the "effigiata . . . effigies" of a lion (the constellation Leo) blazes,

"ut faceta picturae loquebantur mendacia" (W 433; M  433). Other stars 

are depicted by means of"curialis scripturae phantasia" (W 434; M  433) 

and "sculpturae tropica figura" (W 435; M  434). Though the birds on her 

robe of state seem to be there literally (ad litteram), they exist only 

allegorise (W 439; M  436). Her pallium, "artificio subtili lasciviens," 

displays a "fabula . . . picturae" of water-dwelling creatures, who are 

said to be "eleganter . . . figuratae" by means of a "picturae . . . tro- 

po" (W 439-441; M  436-37). Terrestrial animals, including man, appear on 

her tunica, in "quaedam picturae incantatio" (W 441; M  4 3 7 ) , and in an 

"histrionalis formae representatio" (W 443; M  438). Where the insomnia 

of a picture represent man on her tunic, Natura's self-styled integumen- 

tum is symbolically torn by those not respectful of her "pudoris ornamenta" 

(W 467; M  452). On her shoes the flowers, themselves called Natura's pal

lia and sidera, blossom there "arte sophistica" (W 444; M  439). Thus N a 

ture bears the rich embroidery of the Tullian style and the fictional 

imagery of the integumental mode.

Hymen and the Virtues, too, wear garments vividly but fabulously p ic

turing their various powers. In the changing materials of Hymen's robe 

"picturarum fabulae nuptiales somniabant eventus" (W 503; M  472), making 

it an enveloping spousal dream. Even the pure white gown of Chastity is 

coloured with images depicting the stories of Hippolytus, Daphne, Lucretia, 

and Penelope, all traced "sub commento picturae" (W 505; M  473). Temper

ance is clothed in garments bearing an instructive piatura, spelled out with 

litterae (W 506; M  474); and Largitas boasts on her dress an "imaginaria 

picturae probabilitas," securing its effects by magical illusion —  "soph- 

istice picturationis suae praestigio" (W 508; M  474). Though Humility's 

beauty is natural, not artificial, and though her garments retain their own 

colour, one may find her nature represented in her dress "fabulosis pictur

ae commentis" (W 509; M  475). Genius, Nature's other self, wears cinematic 

garments, flickering with changing colours and momentary images (W 517, M  

4 7 9 ) . Only Truth is set apart as one whose clothes, indistinguishable from 

her body, are unfamiliar and imageless (W 518-19; M  480). By presenting all



the characters in the De planotu, save Truth, as beings enfolded by 

bright images, A l a n  embodies, or rather clothes, Macrobius' teachings 

in poetic form, giving Nature's secrets the colourful habiliments of 

fabulous artifice. Indeed, the picturesque attire of the individual 

personifications reflects the nature and technique of the poetic narra

tive in which they appear: the De planotu itself is a dream-vision, a 

fabulous narrative, clothing Nature's lore in a dazzlingly figurative, 

fictional style so that an "imaginaria picturàe probabilitas" may be 

given of her workings.

Wrapped in fabulous pictures, uttering poetic fables, Natura is 

also an artist, inscribing a succession of fading and newly vivid images 

on earthen tablets (W 444-45; M  439). The garments of Genius reflect 

Nature's mortal artistry, depicting images of things that for a moment 

live and pass away. Genius, too, is portrayed as an artist, etching 

fluid images upon a hide, his right h and creating such admirable figures 

as Helen (a type of feminine beauty inviting natural heterosexual p a s s i o n ) , 

T u m u s ,  Hercules, Capaneus, Ulysses, Cato, Plato, Cicero, and Aristotle.

The left hand of Genius draws the smudged and half-realized portraits of 

Thersites, Paris, Sinon, and of two literary duds, Ennius and Pacuvius 

(W 517-18; M  4 7 9 - 8 0 ) . Not only are the productions of Natura and Genius 

doomed to mutability, disfigurement, and death, they are also liable to 

b e  downright failures, ugly and vicious shapes. To these flaws in Na

ture's art Alan reverts in Book I of the Antialaudianus, where her mis

takes as well as h e r  achievements are represented in the murals of her 

home. Here praising Nature's artwork w ith a mixture of irony and genu

ine admiration, A lan exclaims that such "new" and "miraculous" pictorial 

skill can make what is non-existent or false take on the appearance of 

truth; and because the "picturing" art is creative, not argumentative, 

it triumphs over the sophisms of logic even though both art and logic 

deal in deception (I. 122-30, pp. 60-61). In the mural appear Aristotle 

and Plato, and h ere the inspired author of the Timaeus is preferred to 

his logic-chopping disciple. Though Plato sompniat, that is, shows as 

if in a dream, the mysteries of heaven and earth, his cosmic vision, 

bound up as it is in fiction, is more compelling than the demonstrations 

of logic (I. 131-134, p. 61). In this way A lan pays due homage to the 

power of poetic imagination.



Other ideal portraits may be seen on the murals, forming a pantheon 

of the poets, heroes, and wise m e n  of antiquity, of all w ho h ave repre

sented the nobility of human achievement under the old dispensation. 

Seneca, who "forges character by reason," is there; Ptolemy rides in the 

chariot of Reason; Cicero splendidly adorns speech; and "Virgil's Muse 

gilds many a lie and weaves from falsehood a cloak in the image of truth" 

(I. 135-43, p. 61). With the sapient and eloquent ancients are found 

fictional illustres —  Hercules, Ulysses, Titus, Turnus, and Hippolytus

—  and together they comprise the "metaphors and dreams of truth" ("tro- 

pos et sompnia ueri," I. 152, p. 61). Even before one sees the more

recent mistakes of Nature —  the tyrannical, the vicious, and those who
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sing antiquity vulgarly and tediously —  one senses that even Natura's 

successes are to be perceived as limited: limited to the dream-world of 

myth, to the insufficiencies of logic, to the bounds of h u m a n  reason 

(whose chariot could take Seneca, as it will lead Prudencia, only to the 

edge of heaven), to the merely rhetorical enrichment of language, and to 

the golden lies of poetry. Such "metaphors and dreams of truth," Nature's 

emblems of human achievement in philosophy, logic, rhetoric, and poetry, 

will be shown to be completely evanescent when Prudencia encounters the 

marvels of Heaven. Phenomena there cannot be accounted for by natural 

science; all is beyond the jurisdiction of Nature; reason is powerless; 

mere sapientia crumbles; Tullius is speechless; Virgil's Muse is dumb; 

Aristotle and Ptolemy languish (V. 367-72, p. 1 3 4 ) . Similarly, before 

the Virgin Mary, Nature, logic, rhetoric, and reason are wordless, bereft 

of authority (V. 478-79, p. 137). "In hac Verbi copula / Stupet omnis 

régula" wrote Alan in his famous "Rithmus de Incarnatione Domini": 

the rules of the Arts, rational, natural, human, cannot construe the 

grammar of Divinity or comprehend its tropes. Depressed by he r  failures 

and knowing the limitations of he r  past successes, Natura must seek God's 

help to create a n e w  and better man. In the same way the poet, conscious 

of the qualified achievements of the ancients and disdainful of some con

temporary uses of antique themes, desires to create a ne w  and better p oem 

acknowledging, and upheld by, the diviner artistry of God.

At the beginning of the Antialaudianus, A lan emphasizes the novitas 

of his enterprise. In his desire to prevent the aging of his dispirited



Muse, he m a y  have In mind the lapse of time since the writing of the
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De planatu Naturae, composed some ten to twenty years earlier. Per

haps h e  is indicating as well that he has thought of writing the Anti- 

alaudianus for some time, without, however, executing his design until 

now. The "vetus . . . carta," the old parchment, or the p o e m  itself, 

regains its youth in the "newness" of writing; the carta rejoices in 

its emergence from "antiquas . . . latebras," where presumably it has 

lain coiled without a voice ("Prologus," 11. 4-6, p. 57). Though Alan 

here speaks figuratively of the renewal of his poetic energies, there 

is the added suggestion that he is alluding to the birth of a new poem 

out of o ld forms, the antiquae latebrae where truth was wrapped perforce 

in concealing integumenta. The newness of the Anticlaudianus will arise, 

perhaps, out of the cast-off skins of old poems like the De planatu 

and its antique models. Radulphus' gloss on vetus carta explains the 

nature of Alan's originality. Although the carta, or poem, is "old" 

because its subject-matter, the four artificers Nature, God, Fortune, 

Vice, and their works, has existed since the time of the Fall, knowledge 

of this ancient materia has been wanting. "The world," however, "moved

forward into the light of revelation," and Alan is n ow able to deal with
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materia hitherto untreated. For this reason, Alan's poem, advancing 

like the w o r l d  "into the light of revelation," is said to rejoice "in 

the newness of w r i t i n g . " ^ 8

The poem, therefore, embodies some kind of cognitive advance; it 

manifests knowledge inaccessible in antiquity, and with n ew words is 

able to express such knowledge. It moves, or at least proclaims the 

necessity to move, from the integumental mode suited to Nature's realm 

to a kind o f  symbolic discourse capable of reflecting celestial theoph- 

any. The second invocation reveals this desire for "new words," and 

though the fable of Prudencia's quest for the soul of the n ew m an is 

kept up after the invocation of the Heavenly Muse, her experiences in

volve confrontations with images that could be said to signify the "new
4

words," and the new figurae, which the poet become prophet now requires. 

Faith, w h o  revives Prudencia from her ecstatic collapse before the Vir

gin and who gives Prudencia the mirror in which the unbearable splendour 

of God's kingdom is adapted to her s i g h t , i s  clearly of a different



order from Natura and is dressed accordingly. Her garment is embroider

ed with "scripture . . . honestas," the truthfulness of w r i tten words, 

or Scripture, and no "wantonness" (lasoivia) is evident in her dress 

(VI. 64-65, p. 143). The poetic Muse, w h i c h  disports itself in the 

"slender reed" of the poet who begins the Antiolaudianus ("Prologus,"

1.6, p. 57), plays no part in embellishing the clothing of Faith: Pru

dencia 's m e e t i n g  w ith Theology has marked the point up to w h i c h  "in fra- 

gili lusit me a  pagina versu" (V. 226, p. 131). Though Natura's mural 

had playfully displayed deceptively "real" images (I. 124-25, p. 60), 

though the Arts personified had w orn garments where the "ridens lascivia" 

of pictures "ludit" (III. 412, p. 101), and though the poet's M use had 

named the stars "ueri sub ymagine ludens" at the furthest reaches of the 

universe gained by Reason (V. 28, p. 123), Faith is not outfitted by a 

poet's histrionic lies. On the contrary, she wears the theophanies of 

sacred history:

[Her] splendid dress indicates the authority of Mind, for 

Mind itself is made visible in her clothing. The garments 

yield a picture set out entirely in allusive figures, and 

which in form is drawn to represent a book. Here the living 

picture gives n e w  life to the teachers of old, through whom 

our faith, spread throughout the world, shone clear an d  bright, 

radiating glory with its titles of honour.

Here is depicted A b r aham in a scene wh e r e  Nature must yield to Faith as 

the very "father of our faith" prepares to sacrifice his ow n  son. The 

"unnatural" event prefigures, of course, the sacrifice of Christ, a mys

tery Nature cannot comprehend. By example, miracle, argument, joyous 

testimony, and martyrdom, SS Peter, Paul, Lawrence, and Vincent, streng

then faith and continue the life of the Church. Here are no artful 

fables, lies, or phantasms, or images of those limited to natural philo

sophy; here are Scriptural figurae, numinous historical events, and 

images of those whose lives testify to Divine manifestation. Clearly 

the gown of Faith is an dllegovLa, not an 'Integumentum. In John of Gar

land's phrase, Faith is "ueritas in uerbis hystorie palliata."



Faith is first described, moreover, as anterior to Reason:

For Reason does not come before Faith; rather, Faith antici

pates her and Reason at length obeys the instruction of Faith 

and follows h er as she teaches the articles of faith. Reason

engrafts these divine symbols of flesh, writing on the mind
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what she depicts with the pen.

The startling phrase, "these divine symbols of flesh," alludes to the

Incarnation, which Alan has just evoked in his hymn to the Virgin at

the end of Book V: in Mary's womb the Son of God "put on the garment
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of salvation and clothed himself in our flesh." This is the teaching

Reason must accept from Faith, and the normal, rational state of ma n  —

A lan calls this thesis —  undergoes an apotheosis, an ecstasy, whereby
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man is enabled to contemplate the things of heaven. Such is Pruden- 

cia's experience. But if the light of human reason goes out before the 

my s tery of the Incarnation, Faith is summoned to provide a mirror for 

the Divine and to present historical images of Divine theophanies, by 

w h i c h  means human vision is raised beyond Nature and fabulous device.

Theology, too, wears a gown characterized by the honestas of its 

form (V. 113, p. 126). Like Faith's robe, it proclaims Nature's inabil

ity to comprehend the workings of God; and, as if refuting Macrobius, 

the picture on T h e o l o g y’s dress reveals the secrets of God and the di

vine Mind, giving definite shape to what is ineffable, boundless, and 

invisible (V. 114-18, p. 26). The clarity of Theology's picture shows 

"how the inferior language of Nature is utterly at a loss when it tries 

to express things divine: it loses the power of speech and longs to 

revert to its old meaning; sounds grow dumb, scarcely able to stammer, 

and disputes about the meaning of words are laid a s i d e . F a i t h ' s  

Scriptural picture shows h ow Nature is confounded by Abraham's historic 

act of faith; Theology's mode of expression exposes the aphasia of Na

ture faced with the secrets of God. Although Theology is not clothed 

with the allegoriae of Faith, she exhibits, as it were, a language able 

to voice the ineffable and hence superior to the language of natural 

philosophy. Theology, like Faith, is a m e d i u m  for divine manifestation.



The special nature of this med i u m  ma y  be elucidated by consider

ing Alan's proposal in the preface to the Theologieae regulae that, just 

as each of the Arts has its proper set of rules, theories, maxims, and 

propositions, so has Theology. These he terms paradoxae (because of 

Theology's "immutable necessity" and "glorious subtlety"); aenigmata 

(because of its obscurity); embtemata (because of "the inner radiance 

of its meaning"); enthymemata (because these signify things h i d d e n  w i t h 

in the m i n d ) ; and hebdomades or "prerogatives" (because of the authority 

of T h e o l o g y ) . In the Antiolaudianus, where A lan w ishes to present an 

emblema of celestial theophany as well as the principles of the seven Arts, 

the appearance of Theology at the outer limit of the Arts' achievement 

marks the advent of a higher system of knowledge. Just as the costumes 

of the Arts picture their regularized lore, so the garment of Theology 

formulates her special knowledge in a design which is indeed paradoxical, 

enigmatic, radiantly emblematic, not wholly conformable to strict logic, 

and authoritative. While in a certain sense Alan's theological proposi

tions imitate and extend the rational procedures of the Arts (Minerva 

as well as God has a hand in stitching Theology's piotura [V. 112-13, 

p. 126]), they also signify the irregular, arbitrary, and mysterious 

nature of Theology, which works to the confusion of all human systems 

of knowledge. These theological propositions are, furthermore, fit to 

be studied only by the few "who, led on by the purer mind, ascend to 

the ineffable, and who with an eye m ade more pure gaze upon the secrets 

of ph i l o s o p h y .

In confronting Theologia, who is clothed in these propositions, 

Prudencia relinquishes the rational state of thesis which produces nat

ural philosophy "quae circa terrena versatur." Her voyage from earth 

through the planetary spheres to the region of the fixed stars was a 

philosophical expedition in Ptolemy's chariot of Reason. But no w  she 

achieves the level of intellectus, out of wh i c h  is b orn "hypothetical" 

or "subcelestial" theology, "qua circa spirituales creaturas attendi- 

tur." Subcelestial theology is "hypothetical" because it deals with 

beings under divine authority. Thus Theology shows Prudencia the angels, 

virgins, martyrs, and doctors as well as phenomena unaccounted for by 

natural philosophy, and leads he r  finally before the Virgin Mary. At



this point Prudencia's ecstasy marks a ne w  level of awareness, called

intelligentia, from which issues "supercelestial" or "apothetic" theology

whereby m a n  is enabled to gaze upon the Trinity and himself to become
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"deified." Led by Faith to the inner precincts of God's kingdom, Pru- 

dencia eventually sees God and receives from hi m  the anointed soul of 

the new, godlike man. Prudencia's ascent, then, is from natural philo

sophy through subcelestial theology to supercelestial theology: from 

the fabulous "metaphors and dreams of truth" through the truthful pro

positions of Theology to truth incarnate in historical figurae, in the 

symbola of the Sacraments and Creed, and in the symbolic gift of the

divine soul. Because, as Theology's gown reveals, God "conceives every-
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thing . . . by means of a trope and by the expression of a figure," 

Prudencia discovers the language of Divine manifestation, the Word made 

flesh, in the emblems of Theology and in the historic and dogmatic sym

bols of Faith. It is no wonder that the poet desires the "new words of 

the prophet" in order to witness this transformation of language.

Crowned w ith a diadem of twelve jewels and wearing garments shin

ing with lunar silver and solar gold, the puella poli, Theology bears a 

resemblance to the mulier in the Apocalypse of St. John 13:1, tradition

ally understood as the Virgin Mary or more properly as the Church. If 

Alan intends such an association, then Theology is truly an authorita

tive and apocalyptic figure demanding the prophetic tongue. Her gold 

and silver garments may also signify the union of divine and human 

natures in Christ.^  Because God reveals himself in the garment of our 

humanity, Theology's dress can give a definite picture of Divinity. The 

apotheosis, the ecstasy, of Prudencia is possible, to use Alan's termino

logy , because of the hypothesis of God, who humbled himself by descend

ing to the state of human thesis and even to the hypothesis of our mi s 

ery in his guiltless suffering on the Cross.^  To encounter Theology

one ascends to emblems of the Incarnate God, divine tropes and figures,
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and thus to language and images incarnating the ineffable.

Despite Alan's preference for the language of theology, he did not 

scorn the discipline or the speech of natural philosophy. Prudencia 

may transcend Nature's domain, but, symbolically equipped with complete 

knowledge of the Arts and with the approval and assistance of Reason, she



attains the suburbs of Heaven. At the beginning of the Antialaudianus,

therefore, A lan solicitously acknowledges his Muse, Clio, w h o m  Radul-

phus names "doctrina" or, more precisely, "doctrinam quaerens" and w h o m

6 3
other glossators understand as "sapientia" or "meditacio rerum." She

is, then, a poetic figure for human knowledge derived from a meditation
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upon things of this world, just as Apollo is a mediator for naturalia.

The invocation of Apollo, and thus the choice to present natural philoso

phy in the poetic integumental mode, is a necessary first step if Alan 

is to deal w i t h  God the Maker: initially the author m ust treat of 

Nature as artificer "for through the things that were created visible, 

invisible things are understood, and through knowledge of creatures as

cent is m ade to knowledge of the C r e a t o r . N a t u r e  is, after all, the 

vicar of God, s u p e m a l l y  delegated as "coiner" of images {De planotu,

W  469; M  453), and it is through an understanding of her principles that 

one begins to glimpse the higher artistry of God. The author, then, 

must h e arken first to Apollo, assimilating the poetic philosophy of the 

ancients before daring to summon more Olympian assistance. In respect

ing the style and content of ancient philosophy, he is also paying tri

bute to the divine ordering of the natural world and of the human in

telligence which mirrors, perceives, and expresses such order. Certain

ly, a poet would be over bold if h e  were to jettison the considerable 

achievements of the ancients and trust to untutored ingenium in the 

narration of an epic journey commencing in the underworld of terrestrial 

creation.

The poet's sapiential journey through this underworld and thence to 

heavenly mysteries mirrors Prudencia's quest. The figure of Prudencia, 

also called Phronesis and Sophia, is well suited to the spanning of 

human Arts and to the quantum leap from knowledge directed by reason to 

insights revealed by theology, because she embodies activity of the in

t e l l e c t , ^  signified in the poem by h e r  variable stature. Now she 

strikes heaven with her head, and no w  she returns to earth and to the 

limitations of human restraints (I. 298-302, p. 66). Although her am

biguous stature makes he r  akin to Boethius' Philosophia, Prudencia dif

fers from Philosophia in that she is an energetic cardinal virtue rather 

than a synthetic figure representing the furthest reach of h u m a n  w i s d o m ;*"7



she is capable of operating w ithin the sphere of Nature but is also

able to be infused with grace. The Virtues, Alan believed with Cicero,

came under the jurisdiction of Nature, b ut he argued further that these

same natural powers could be informed by oaritas so that, changed in
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mode but not in essence, naturalia become gratuita. Prudencia's abil

ity to m a k e  the journey from the realm of nature to the sphere of grace 

is rapturously commended b y  Natura in the De planatu'. there she uses 

pvudentia as a synonym for sapientia a nd praises it as the power which 

can deify man. It is the luaifer singulavis of human night, the vedemp- 

tio speaialis of human misery (W 490; M  465). In the Antialaudianus, 

Prudencia is contrasted w i t h  h er sister Reason: while Prudencia is de

picted as a young woman, physically beautiful and, like Natura in the 

De planatu, promising h i dden delights (I. 296-97, p. 65; W  432, M  433), 

Reason is a matron who, despite her intellectual accomplishments, does 

not s e e m  to possess the same energy a nd sweetness as Prudencia, des

cribed as holding out her arms as if to embrace whomever she meets (I. 

292-93, p. 65). In praising the fitness of Prudencia for the proposed 

mission, Reason emphasizes her sister's unflagging courage and intelli

gence; she has the correct spirit for the endeavour as well as the re

quisite natural philosophy (II. 95-147, pp. 75-77). Prudencia, then, 

is that m o t i o n  of the intellect that not only encompasses naturalia but 

also impels humanity towards divinity.

Prudencia's dress (I. 303-315, p. 66) is emblematic of her ties 

with Nature and Philosophy and of her motion towards the divine. It is 

woven of fine thread, like Philosophy's gown, and like Natura's it dis

plays a piotura of the species of things in a dreamlike panorama. The 

naturalia here depicted are like the images Natura engraves on earthen 

tablets and like the images on Genius' robe: they live and die in testi

mony to natural mutability. Like the dresses of Boethius' Philosophy 

and Alan's Natura, Prudencia's garment is torn in some places, but t o m  

w i t h  a difference. In the Oe oonsolatione and in the De planatu, the 

tears represent, respectively, warring philosophical sects and heresies 

and the unnatural behaviour of man, but here Prudencia is said to un

clasp the gown in order to tear it herself:



She unfastens the robe in pieces, about to rip it apart in

various places; the garment appears to deplore and bewail
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the reproaches inflicted on it.

If Natura's fabulously vivid dress may be understood as a philosophical 

integumentum, then Prudencla's robe, bright w ith dream-images of mutable 

life, is also such an integument, but one which she is about to rend.

The poet, too, will reject the dream-imagery of Apollonian inspiration 

for divine tropes; his w o r k  weaves, then severs, the fine cloak of poetic 

philosophy to present the finer dress of theology and faith.

If A lan in the De planotu Naturae and the Anticlaudianus demon

strates the uses and limitations of natural philosophy and of the inte- 

gumental mode used by poets protectively to embellish the secrets of 

Nature, does he also demonstrate, in the Anticlaudianus, what k ind of 

symbolic writing might best present supra-natural mystery? Certainly 

in his descriptions of the clothing of Theology and Faith he indicates 

that such essences are to be enveloped with truthful, not fabulous, 

"pictures," whether they be the propositions of theological science an

alogous to but transcending those of the Arts, or Scriptural, historical 

figurae revealing a power beyond formulation by earthly disciplines.

But if Alan in this way shows ho w  the Christian poet might stop lying 

with the ancients —  decorous and instructive though the lies may be —  

and assume a m o d e  of symbolism equal to the task of reflecting celestial 

theophany, he himself does not essentially alter the fictitious nature 

of his narrative after announcing that he will put aside Apollo's lyre 

and speak the new words of the prophet. Even in his references to God 

and Heaven at this point he employs "integumental" epithets: the Heaven

ly Muse is "Musa Ioui," Heaven is Olympus (V. 271-72, p. 131). The fable 

of Prudencia's quest continues: her encounters with the Virgin, God, 

and Noys are none the less embedded in a fictional matrix; the descrip

tion of F o r t u n a’s dwelling is wholly fabulous in mode; and the ensuing 

psychomachia is equally enclosed by poetic invention. If one w ere to 

claim that integumentum becomes allegoria after A lan relinquishes Apollo's 

lyre, then how w o u l d  one account for the patently unhistorical cortex of 

the narrative? Faith may be dressed per allegoriam, but Alan's narrative



continues to look very much like an integument.

The Antiolaudianus m ay be said to present a theory of modes, but 

in practice it does not wholly realize that theory. The transformation 

of "the allegory of the poets" into "the allegory of the theologians" 

is n ot satisfactorily achieved until Prudencia becomes Dante, Reason 

Virgil, Theology Beatrice, in a poem whose movement is modelled to some 

extent on that of the Antialaudianus but whose mode is radically altered. 

Though Alan, acutely conscious of the modernity of his work, intended to 

raise philosophical verse to a pitch not dared by the ancients, or in

deed b y  Boethius, it remained for Dante to grasp fully the implications 

of the theoretical extension of Macrobius' teaching: the author of a

sacred epic must use historical allegories analogous t o ^  and continu-
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ous w i t h  those of Scripture, the allegory of the theologians and not
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of the poets, if h e  is to find proper figures for the unimaginable.

But the Divine Comedy, if it is not quite a fiction, has been called a
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fiction purporting not to be one: it is a supremely poetic form of 

allegoria blending myth a nd history in such a way that the basically 

fictitious m o d e  of the p o e m  can be seen in a n ew light. If fiction 

imitates "the allegory of the theologians," then it is no longer the 

lying envelope for truth but an imaginatively particular and existential 

revelation of truth, and inseparable from the truth it reveals. Dante 

is b o l d  enough to invoke Apollo to help h im describe Paradise, signify

ing by this means, perhaps, that the poet's lyre need not be discarded 

in Heaven. It can be tuned to a h igher pitch and resonate with no false 

notes, if the poet's fiction imaginatively subsumes the numinous patterns 

of Christian typology.

Despite his consciousness of the historical figurae of Faith, Alan 

of Lil l e  was unable to develop the implications of these figurae for the 

C hristian poet. Except for the description of Faith's garments in the 

Antialaudianus, his writings do not stress the intimacy of historia with 

allegoria; in fact, Alan characteristically treats the literal and his

torical sense of Scripture as the least important, least productive, least 

palatable, and least "advanced" level of meaning. Historia is bitter 

myrrh, giving the soul no delectation;^  it is thin whey, offering little 

s u s t i n e n c e . ^  He associates historia with ratio, tropologia with



intelleotus, and anagoge with intelligentia, w h i c h  alone contemplates 

things div i n e . ^  Although Prudencia in the Antialaudianus experiences 

ecstasy before the virgin, an ecstasy which marks a passage from ratio 

to intelleotus at the very least, more probably a passage from intelleo

tus to intelligentia, and although Prudencia is revived by Faith w e a r 

ing the dress of sacred history, Alan elsewhere suggests that historia 

has no power to lift the soul beyond transitory things. Impatient to 

discover the sensus mystiaus, he has little reverence for historia; he 

attacks the Jews precisely because of their attachment to the letter of

the Old Testament. Frequently he reminds us of h ow the letter kills
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and h ow the spirit gives life. Curiously, the poet who rejects A p o l 

lo's music for the new words of the prophet shows little of the prophet's 

grasp of the significance of history; Dante, still calling upon Apollo's 

aid in Paradise, firmly allies revelation w i t h  time, place, event.

The Antialaudianus was surely meant, however, to demonstrate h ow 

the "metaphors and dreams of truth" devised by the ancients and exhibited 

in his own De planatu Naturae, might be transcended by a new, overt kind 

of theological epic. In the Antialaudianus Alan may have b e e n  attempt

ing, as well, to use a style less grand, less "phaleric" than that of 

the De planatu: his prologue modestly disclaims stylistic and senten

tious refulgency. When in Book V he declares that he shall no longer 

be the author but the pen of his song, h e  characterizes his proposed 

new plainness of style using images identical to those he applied to the 

style of his Liber poenitentialis. He will be the "Spina rosam gestans, 

calamus noua mella propinans, / . . . lucteum uas, nectare manans" (V. 

276-77, p. 131). In the Liber poenitentialis he justifies his unadorned 

style by claiming:

Non dedignetur rosam in spineto quaerere, nec pudeat in vase

luteo mellitum poculum invenire. Solet . . . in fragili cala-

. . 79 
meo mel m v e n i r i .

But despite the identity of purpose revealed in these images, the style
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of the two works is manifestly different. C.S. Lewis' contempt for 

the "monotonous rhetoric" of the Antialaudianus, unfair though that



contempt might be, nevertheless was not prompted by the universal doc

tor's plain, pellucid style. His near "rankling personal hatred" of 

Alan was provoked b y  those very phalerae verborum which Alan, at other 

times sounding rather like C.S. Lewis, also felt Christians could do 

w i t h o u t .

It could be argued that Alan, as poet, was caught up in a mode of 

w r iting wh i c h  he, as theologian, knew could not properly convey Chris

tian doctrine. But as theologian he knew also that me n  cannot see God 

as the angels do: we see God not "reciprocally" but by means of an 

"ymaginaria visio," by which one thing is comprehended in another, as
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the beauty of Atalanta is perceived in that of her daughter Partenope.

In the fabulous De planatu Naturae, which Alan specifically calls an 

imaginaria visio (W 522; M  482), we may be expected to perceive the 

power of God in his vicar Nature; but such divine manifestation is 

strictly limited to what natural philosophy might encompass. In the 

equally fabulous but loftier Antialaudianus we are given an imaginaria 

visio of celestial theophany, just as Prudencia is given a mirror by 

Faith to reflect the otherwise insupportable brightness of Divinity. 

Although she enters angelic realms, Prudencia lacks reciprocal vision. 

With the mirror, however, she may meet God almost face to face: this 

imaginccria visio takes one further than the dreamlike apparitions of the 

De planatu. But although the Antialaudianus suggests truer media for 

figuring theophany, both it and the De planatu may be termed fabulous 

imaginariae visiones. While Alan, the eloquent poet of the Incarnation, 

kn e w  ho w  the Christian author might find images for divine manifestation, 

h e  could not, in the end, give them satisfactory incarnation. He would 

need to begin w i t h  Beatrice.

University of Guelph
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